"CHRISTMAS TIME'S A COMING"

RECORD: "Christmas Time's A Coming" by Sammy Kershaw  
CHOREO: Kelli McChesney  
INTRO: Wait (19) beats / Start with LEFT foot -- Facing LOD (Line Of Dance)  
Couples: Guys on left, Girls on right -- hold hands

PART A: (18 BEATS)
(4) "BASICS" --- DS RS (face away from partner, together, away, together -- move fwd in circle)
(2) "TRIPLES" --- DS DS DS RS (California Twirl x's 2-- girl moves under guy's right arm)
(2) "DS" --- (in place, facing LOD)

CHORUS: (19 BEATS)
(3) "KY DRAGS" --- DS DRAG STEP(IF) (move left as a couple into middle of circle)
(1) "BASIC"
(1) REPEAT KY AND BASIC USING OPPOSITE FOOTWORK -- MOVE RIGHT
(1) "DOUBLE BASIC" --- DS DS RS

PART B: (19 BEATS)
(2) "OUTHouses" --- DS TCH(O) TCH(IF) TCH(O)
(1) "TRIPLE KICK" --- DS DS DS KICK (move forward)
(1) "TRIPLE" --- (Guys -- move forward to new partner, Girls -- turn 360º right to new partner)
(1) "DOUBLE BASIC"

BREAK: (15 BEATS)
(2) "KICKs" --- DS KICK
(2) "TRIPLES"
(1) "DOUBLE BASIC"